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Solar has experienced an exponential growth, driven by
its remarkable benefits
Solar growth

Drivers

Solar world-wide installed capacity (GW)1
CSP

PV

Abundant natural resources

CAGR

Climate change
~220
High social acceptance and demand
~45%
Provide access to electricity
Decreasing costs
Job creation

~5
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>$100bn of power capacity investments
globally in 20152

Low-risk investment
Simplicity and modularity

1. Includes utility- and small-scale solar, in GW AC. Source: IHS - The Outlook for Renewable Power: Half-year update,
2015–30 (Dec 2015)
2. Source: IHS – The Outlook for renewable power 2015-2030 (Mar 2015)

Solar is at the core of the Future E.ON strategy
Key trends in the energy sector …

… will be embraced by the Future E.ON were Solar will play a
key role

Renewables
deployment,
especially for solar
Renewables

Decentralisation &
individualisation

Digitalisation of
the energy sector

Growth in utilityscale PV & Batteries

Energy Networks

Key enabler for
solar deployment

Customer Solutions

Distributed PV &
Battery solutions

Note: E.ON will retain responsibility for the remaining operation and dismantling of its nuclear generating capacity in
Germany. Nuclear energy not a strategic asset
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DSO as enabler of the energy transformation

Yesterday
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Tomorrow
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Virtual
power plants

Energy Efficiency

E-Mobility
Photovoltaic
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Datenquelle:
EEG-Anlagenstammdaten & Datenmeldung von ÜNB,
Stand Januar 2015, eigene Darstellung

Anteil EE kumuliert

Installierte Leistung VNB

Energy transition is already happening at DSO level

Customers evolve from consumers to energy partners

Product portfolio is expanding with new solutions
Recent proof points

PV (& battery)

60

SME commercial lighting
projects delivered

added service
400,000 value
products sold

Value added
services

Energy efficiency
(e.g. HVAC1, lighting)

Customer engagement/
connected home
Smart check

1. Heating, ventilation and air conditioning

Saving energy
toolkit

3,500
65,000

PV contracts signed
connected home
devices deployed



New solutions already
contributing additional
revenues



Very limited Capex
requirement



Good pick-up lays
foundation for further
growth

In the German market E.ON is already active in all parts
of the PV market
German PV market

Segments

Size kWp

0 kWp

10 MWp
ground-mounted

private roof-top
Commercial / industrial roof-top
Residential

SME

Industrial

Tender

current PV activities EDG
Sales: Residential (PV and Battery), SME and wholesale customers, roof-top and ground-mounted systems (incl. tender)
Operations: nationwide project planning, installation, logistics, quality audits, claim management etc. for all sizes

O&M: Product offerings for all sizes (incl. service provider, E.ON visualization in pilot phase etc.)
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To drive a successful solar deployment, the industry, the
policy makers and the society need to work together
Stable policy, fostering
competitiveness
 Avoid retroactive changes
 Revitalize ETS
 Move towards tendering model
Policy makers

Energy industry

Society

Support solar deployment
 Demand cleaner and better energy
 Vitalize a PPA market
 Take fair share of system costs

Coexistence of different renewables technologies
ETS: Emissions Trading System; PPA: Power Purchase Agreement
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Continuous improvement
 Drive down solar costs
 Invest in grid as key enabler
 Deliver the best solutions for
our customers

THANK YOU!
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